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Year: 1999-2004
Make: Pontiac
Model: Grand Am SE

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
What’s in the Box:

(5) Grill Mesh Pieces, & (8) Clips OR (8) Ties, (1) Small Spool of Wire.

Tool List: Needle Nose Pliers, Torx Bit Driver, 3/16” Drill Bit & Drill (outlay only).

Inlay Mesh Installation (Outlay on Page3):
1. Begin by taking out the old top insert w/ the torx bit screwdriver. Remove the old insert and slide the new top
insert in from the bottom up.
2. Before you install the bottom inserts you will have to do some assembly.
3. Insert the clips in their sections as designated. The middle piece will require two clips 4-5 diamonds away from the
edge. Make sure you apply them to the correct side. Hook the two prongs from the clip around the two adjacent
diamonds.

Tighten down the clamping part of the clip to the desired tension. Just take your pliers and close the gap down as far
as you want. If you don’t tighten them down enough, they will not hold and if you tighten them too much it will be
hard to install.

Repeat for the other side

4. The outer bottom pieces will have precut sections for the clips with cuts on either side of the two diamonds that
are needed for clips. Install the clips like in step 3
5. Next push the clips forward so that they look like the pictures below.

6. The bottom inserts will now just clip in and their holding places should roughly be where the arrows is located. If
you feel the clips do not provide enough support, please reinforce w/ adhesive at the bottom.

Outlay Mesh Installation:
1. Begin by taking out the old top insert w/ the torx bit screwdriver. Remove the old insert and slide the new top
insert in from the bottom up.
2. The bottom inserts are held on with cable ties. You will need to drill six (6) small holes on the underside of the
middle piece on the front fascia to run the zip ties through. The red dots are the locations of where the holes should
be drilled from underneath.

Here are some close-ups of the holes for the zip ties. The
hole only has to go only through the bottom layer of the
piece.

A close-up of the zip tie

Just run the zip tie through the hole, around the mesh and tighten. Cut off the remaining length of zip tie. Do this for
each hole that you drilled. If done correctly the zip ties are not visible from standing view.
PLEASE NOTE: The instructions provided are the suggested installation method. If you feel that the installation instructions are
inadequate or unsafe then please feel free to develop your own installation techniques that fit your exact needs.
customcargrills.com llc is not liable for any personal or property damage resulting from our products. If you have any
suggestions on how to improve our installation instructions then please email your comments to info@customcargrills.com .

